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Abstract 
The shafting alignment results are greatly different with each other, although a series of domestic container vessels 
are with the same propulsion systems, which are built in Dalian Shipyard. With the transition matrix method 
improved, the shafting alignment models are analyzed. According to the results analysis, the different gravity centers 
of propellers and hull transfigurations in the process of shipbuilding influenced the different shafting alignment 
results obviously. With vessels built larger and larger in the future, hull transfigurations and other factors, which 
influence the quality of shafting alignment, must be considered to avoid the similar shafting accidents, when the 
calculated models of shafting alignment are built. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [CEIS 2011] 
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1. Introduction 
Some problems happened to a series of domestic container ships, which were built in Dalian shipyard. 
In the process of the shafting arrangement for the first container vessel, the linear shafting alignment, 
which bearing displacements are zero in the supports, is satisfied with the requirements. On the contrary, 
there are serious problems on the second vessel. The height of main engine foundation must be decreased 
and abraded about 20 mm in the course of shafting alignment. It’s very difficult for workers in the 
shipyard, and it brings a heavy economic loss to shipyards and ship owners.  
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With the transition matrix method improved, hull transfigurations which influence shafting alignment 
results are considered. And it’s reasonable to explain the shafting alignment accident of the second vessel, 
after the propulsion systems are calculated and analyzed particularly. Salutary lessons and references are 
afforded to the shafting alignment for large vessels in the future. 
2.  Transition Matrix Method  
The shafting is the structure which consists of a series of inertial and elastic elements. According to 
the linear theory of the structural statics, the static vectors of any two adjacent sections are connected with 
each other by the linear transformation [1-6]. It means that a transition matrix connects the static vectors 
of two adjacent sections. The transition matrix transfers state vectors of one section to the other section. 
The shafting is regarded as a girder with simple mechanics character. When the girder is curved in the 
plane, static vectors of cell sections are described with yield , corner , bending moment y θ M  and 
shearing forceT . Any section can be defined by the following vectors. 
[ Timi TMyZ θ= ]                                                               (1) 
Where： iZ ——the static vectors of sections;                                  
i  —— the cell number; 
m  —— the corner mark of sections, = L (left), R (right). m
A matrix is connected with static vectors of the left and right sections. 
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Where: ——the transition matrix of the cell . it i
The transition matrix  which includes averaged load , concentrated quality, supporting force or 
bearing displacement 
it iq
iyΔ is as following: 
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With loading cells analyzed, there are relations with static vectors between iRZ  and iLZ  as following: 
l
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==                                                       (4) 
If the equation  is the accumulated matrix for the number i cell, it lies on the cell 
parameters and supporting arrangement. The accumulated matrix reflects the static vectors’ relations of 
two sections on the cell girder. According to the boundary conditions of cells’ girder, the static vectors of 
two sections on the shafting can be calculated. 
121.... ttttT iii −=
When two shafting bottoms are free, the boundary conditions are as following: 
On left bottom:                                     (5) 01 ≠Ly 01 ≠Lθ 01 =LM 01 =LT
On right bottom:                                  (6) 0≠nRy 0≠nRθ 0=nRM 0=nRT
The matrix is as following: 
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The matrix includes two unknown quantities 1Ly  and in the equations: 1Lθ
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When 1Ly  and  are calculated in the equations, the static vectors1Lθ 1LZ  on the left bottom are got. 
Then static vectors on each section are calculated in the transition matrix equations.  
3. Analysis of Shafting Alignment  
According to the mentioned theory and shafting arrangement of a series of domestic container ships 
which are built in Dalian shipyard, the shafting mathematic model is as following: 
                            Fig.1 The mathematic model of the shafting alignment 
The results of the reasonable shafting alignment on the bearings in hot condition are as following: 
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Table 1 The results of the reasonable shafting alignment for the second vessel 
Bearing  
No.
Deflection
( mm ) 
Corner 
( rad ) 
Supporting forces 
(kN ) 
20% Shaft weight 
(kN ) 
Bearing stress 
( N/mm^2 ) 
1 0.0000 1.0449E-03 938.492 64.165 0.613 
2 2.0000 -3.3155E-04 247.255 105.101 0.361 
3 -5.8000 -1.2930E-03 256.972 117.012 0.972 
4 -16.6000 -1.0372E-03 288.314 128.902 1.091 
5 -19.6300 4.8291E-04 167.292 104.250 0.420 
6 -19.0280 4.8420E-04 451.241 32.174 1.133 
7 -18.1790 4.8542E-04 491.544 0.000 1.796 
8 -17.3290 4.8671E-04 461.739 0.000 1.687 
9 -16.4800 4.8033E-04 577.760 0.000 2.111 
10 -15.6300 5.0453E-04 166.355 0.000 0.608 
According to the results in the table 1, the support forces on every bearing are reasonable. The 
shafting isn’t divorced from bearings, and the stresses on the bearings are acceptable. The shafting yield 
curve in hot condition is as following: 
 
Fig.2 The chart of shafting yield curve 
The shafting alignment results and charts for the second vessel are as mentioned. With the results 
analyzed, the main engine foundation must be abraded about 20 mm. It’s very difficult for workers in the 
shipyard. On the contrary, the shafting alignment of the first vessel is linear. There are different alignment 
results greatly and obviously, although main engines and shafting arrangements for two container vessels 
are almost the same.  
In the same theory, the first vessel’s shafting alignment is calculated with the improved transition 
matrix. And the results of the reasonable shafting alignment in hot condition are as following: 
Table 2 The results of the reasonable shafting alignment for the first vessel 
Bearing  
No.
Deflection
( mm ) 
Corner 
( rad ) 
Supporting forces 
(k·N ) 
20% Shaft weight 
(k·N ) 
Bearing stress 
( N/mm^2 ) 
1 0.0000 3.4765E-04 953.247 68.664 0.623 
2 0.0000 -1.5359E-04 153.001 110.431 0.224 
3 0.0000 6.2394E-05 291.648 115.411 1.103 
4 0.3700 2.6423E-05 280.455 128.300 1.061 
5 0.3700 6.4372E-06 520.424 100.706 1.307 
6 0.3700 -3.5281E-06 73.594 29.233 0.185 
7 0.3700 6.1315E-07 509.800 0.000 1.862 
8 0.3700 1.0755E-06 452.798 0.000 1.654 
9 0.3700 -4.9150E-06 582.407 0.000 2.128 
10 0.3700 1.8584E-05 165.045 0.000 0.603 
According to the results in the table 2, the supporting forces on every bearing are reasonable too. The 
shafting isn’t divorced from bearings, and the stresses on the bearings are acceptable. The shafting yield 
curve in hot condition is as following: 
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Fig.3 The chart of shafting yield curve 
Although both shafting alignment results of two vessels are reasonable, the main engine foundation 
has to be abraded about 20 mm for the second vessel, it’s difficult for the shipyard, and it increases the 
produce cost.  
According to the results analysis of two vessels’ shafting alignment, the first reason, which causes 
greatly different results, is the different gravity positions of the propellers. Although the main engines and 
shafting arrangements of two vessels are almost the same, the gravity positions of the propellers are 
different, and the forced position where acts on the propeller shaft by the propellers gravity is different. 
Any slim changes on the shafting will cause greatly dissimilated results for the shafting alignment.  
The second reason is that the former hull transfigurations are controlled better than the latter. 
Furthermore the alignment results would be affected by other factors which are not controllable, such as 
shipbuilding precisions in the course of two vessels. 
4. Conclusions 
With vessel tonnages larger and larger, material and quality of hull plates are improved greatly, hull 
transfiguration influences shafting alignment obviously. In the course of the shafting alignment, the 
factors which influence the shafting alignment such as hull transfiguration, oil membranous stiffness, 
loading varieties inboard and sea conditions, must be considered to avoid the similar accidents which 
appeared in the container vessels. 
Only when calculation methods of the shafting alignment are improved continuously, many factors 
which affect shafting alignment are included and considered. Then shafting alignment results approach 
the actual shafting conditions. Vibration and noises caused by bad shafting alignment are reduced, and 
shafting systems run in security for a long time.  
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